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Abstract
Purpose Objective determination of the orbital volume is
important in the diagnostic process and in evaluating the
efficacy of medical and/or surgical treatment of orbital
diseases. Tools designed to measure orbital volume with
computed tomography (CT) often cannot be used with cone
beam CT (CBCT) because of inferior tissue representa-
tion, although CBCT has the benefit of greater availability
and lower patient radiation exposure. Therefore, a model-
based segmentation technique is presented as a new method
for measuring orbital volume and compared to alternative
techniques.
Methods Both eyes from thirty subjects with no known
orbital pathology who had undergone CBCT as a part of rou-
tine care were evaluated (n = 60eyes). Orbital volume was
measured with manual, atlas-based, and model-based seg-
mentationmethods. Volumemeasurements, volume determi-
nation time, and usability were compared between the three
methods. Differences in means were tested for statistical sig-
nificance using two-tailed Student’s t tests.
Results Neither atlas-based (26.63±3.15mm3) nor model-
based (26.87± 2.99mm3) measurements were significantly
different from manual volume measurements (26.65 ±
4.0mm3). However, the time required to determine orbital
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volume was significantly longer for manual measurements
(10.24 ± 1.21min) than for atlas-based (6.96 ± 2.62min,
p < 0.001) or model-based (5.73 ± 1.12min, p < 0.001)
measurements.
Conclusion All three orbital volume measurement methods
examined can accurately measure orbital volume, although
atlas-based and model-based methods seem to be more user-
friendly and less time-consuming. The new model-based
technique achieves fully automated segmentation results,
whereas all atlas-based segmentations at least required
manipulations to the anterior closing. Additionally, model-
based segmentation can provide reliable orbital volume
measurements when CT image quality is poor.

Keywords Orbital volume · Pseudoforamina · Model
segmentation · Cone beam computed tomography

Introduction

Thehighly complexorbit contains the eye and its appendages.
It ismade up of seven bones and serves to protect the eye from
mechanical injury [1]. The complex three-dimensional (3-D)
anatomy of the orbit makes diagnosis and treatment of var-
ious orbital region diseases challenging. Therefore, highly
accurate orbital assessments are crucial in managing orbital
diseases [2], and reliable, high-quality control measurements
are the cornerstone of properly diagnosing orbital diseases.
Evaluators should remember to consider the influence of ocu-
lar swelling and compensations from recent orbital anatomy
changes or iatrogenic interventions [3]. The fellow orbit can
serve as a control for the affected orbit for pre- and postopera-
tive evaluations because the unaffected eye will not have the
soft tissue swelling that often occurs after surgery. There-
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fore, an objective method to obtain quality orbital volume
measurements in patients is necessary.

Orbital volume measurements can be obtained by seg-
menting the bony frame of the orbital walls and by accurate
determination of the anterior and posterior closing of the
orbital cavity. Each segmentation application has to han-
dle two major challenges in the orbital region stemming
from the thin bony areas of the orbital floor and medial
orbital wall. First, these regions are often misrepresented
in the 3-D data set, mainly because of efforts to decrease
radiation, and cannot be used with certain segmentation
methods (e.g., threshold-based segmentation). These areas
often appear as holes in the 3-D data set, even though the
bone is intact. Therefore, these holes are often called pseudo-
foramina [4]. Second, imaging modalities like CBCT are
becoming increasingly important because of their low cost,
lower patient radiation exposure, and increased availability
[5,6]. However, bone segmentation in the thin orbital regions
can be challenging on CBCT scans because of differences
from traditional CT scans due to beam hardening and inho-
mogeneity [7].

Various efforts have been made to create reliable orbital
segmentation and measurement methods. The four methods
currently available are manual, threshold-based, atlas-based,
and model-based segmentation. Manual segmentation is
solely defined by the user. Evaluators need to mark the
borders of an object by hand in each image slice. This
method is accurate, can be used in virtually all imaging
modalities, and is therefore often used as a golden standard
when evaluating the error of other segmentation techniques;
however, it requires skill and experience [8–10]. Manual
segmentation used to be routinely employed in computer-
assisted surgery, but is now reserved for very complex or
unique tasks. Threshold-based segmentation is based on the
fact that each tissue is represented by a unique Hounsfield
unit (HU). These values can be used to segment struc-
tures with the same radiological properties in a specific
area. Unfortunately, this segmentation method cannot be
reliably used for bony orbital frame segmentation, largely
because of pseudoforamina [11]. Atlas-based segmentation
bases volume measurements on characteristic landmarks of
an intact skull. A template is created based on these land-
marks, which is then used on the specified region of interest
[12]. During the registration process, segmentation results
are fit to exact area dimensions [13,14]. Localized dis-
crepancies between the registration processes and desired
segmentation results can be manually corrected retrospec-
tively by local deformation tools. Therefore, this method
can be used for orbital volume segmentation. Model-based
segmentation involves estimating the expected shape of
segmentation (e.g., intraorbital volume) and placing it in
the desired segmentation area. By expanding and deform-
ing the model-based shape to fit the underlying image

data set, the desired segmentation can be acquired [15,16].
Model-based segmentation approaches can use different
means of expressing prior knowledge such as labels or
constraints on the initial shape. Labels are sets of key–
value pairs. They can be attached to vertices, edges, or
triangles and contain parameters for the deformation. Typ-
ical scenarios are stronger smoothing near foramina or the
preservation of a sharp edge. Another approach comprises
statistical shape models that express the principal compo-
nents of variation based on a large sample number [17].
Deformable models are a subgroup of model-based seg-
mentation approaches [18,19] that have been successfully
applied to many scenarios, including the heart [20,21],
femur [22], and liver [23]. Non-fully automated model-
based segmentation approaches can be user-guided [24]
or interact using haptic devices [25]. Orbit segmentation
has proven to be a good application for deformable mod-
els [24,25], especially with the support of statistical shape
models [17].

Manual, threshold-based, and atlas-based segmentation
are currently used in clinical practice for diagnosing patients
and for planning surgical procedures. However, only manual
and atlas-based segmentation methods are used for proper
orbital volume measurement. Model-based segmentation
is rarely used, but may be a good option for overcom-
ing the challenges of pseudoforamina and varying image
characteristics between scanning modalities. Here, we com-
pare manual, atlas-based, and model-based segmentation
used to measure orbital volume. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first time model-based segmentation has
been used to measure orbital volume and the first time
the results are directly compared to other orbital volume
measurements. Segmentation accuracy, ease of use, and
time needed to determine orbital volume were specifically
examined.

Methods

This study was approved by the institutional ethics commit-
tee (MHH 2477-2014), which waived the need for informed
consent. All study procedures adhered to the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki. Thirty patients with no known
orbital region pathology were selected for study inclusion.
All patients had undergone CBCT scanning (PaX-Zenith
3D, VaTech, Fort Lee, NJ) of the skull as part of their
standard-of-care clinical course. Orbital volume is often used
to objectively compare the characteristics of the affected and
unaffected orbit in the same patient (e.g., following unilateral
orbital reconstruction). Therefore, the volume of both orbits
was measured in all 30 patients (n = 60 orbits) using manual
segmentation, atlas-based segmentation, and model-based
segmentation. Measurement accuracy, time expenditure, and
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Fig. 1 Manual segmentation of each slice of the left orbit using iPlan 3.0.5 software. Segmented orbital volume can be controlled in real time in
three dimensions or in axial, coronal, and sagittal views

ease of use were compared between the three measurement
methods. All orbital volume segmentation was performed on
a standard personal computer (Windows� 7, Intel� Core
i7, 8GB RAM).

Manual segmentation was performed using the brush tool
in the iPlan� 3.0.5 software (Brainlab, Feldkirchen, Ger-
many). Orbital area had to be manually marked in every slice
of the data set for each orbit. The software then interpolated
the region between slices and calculated the 3-D volume of
the orbit (Fig. 1). To exclude inter-observer variability arising
from the dependency of the particular segmentation tech-
nique on the user’s experience, three different surgeons with
multiple years of clinical expertise performed manual seg-
mentation independently on each orbit.

Atlas-based segmentation was also performed using the
iPlan 3.0.5 software. For this method, the cavity tool, an
atlas function for orbital volume segmentation, was used.
The software’s registration algorithm automatically adjusts
the atlas template to fit the orbital shape of the CBCT data
set. The volume of the object is then calculated and displayed
(Fig. 2). If necessary, changes can be manually made to the
3-D object using the software’s local deformation function
smart shaper (e.g., to adjust the anterior closing or the border

between segmented objects and adjacent bony structures,
Fig. 3).

Model-based segmentation was performed using the
YaDiV program with a special orbital volume segmentation
tool [26,27]. After properly placing the orbital model at the
region of interest, orbital volume was automatically calcu-
lated (Fig. 4), as described below. The shape of the orbital
model we chose was based on a manual intraorbital segmen-
tation of an intact orbit of the respective side, with a decrease
to 2/3 of the original size. The size can be adjusted in the
program, although this was not necessary in our cases. The
model of the respective side was placed manually roughly
inside the orbital borders. Exact placement, i.e., complete
placement inside the desired area, did not affect the final
segmentation result, as both growth and shrinkage are pos-
sible during model-based segmentation. Three basic forces
(a growing force, a smoothing force, and an image force)
are used to control model expansion and to create the proper
orbital segmentation. The growing force is applied to the
complete model for each vertex (vi ) directed along the nor-
mal (ni ) and adjusted by factor sb in the following manner:

Fb (vi ) = sbni
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Fig. 2 Atlas-based segmentation of the left orbit using iPlan 3.0.5 software. Laterocranial segmentation correction was needed due to software
segmentation error

A Laplacian smoothing force is then applied in the following
manner to avoidmodel “leakage” through pseudoforamina or
other geometric orbital openings. Single vertices are pulled
more strongly toward neighbors that are farther away, and
single vertices passing through pseudoforamina would be
pulled back by the smoothing force:

Fs (vi ) = ss
∣
∣Uvi (Δ)

∣
∣

∑

u∈Uvi (Δ)

(u − vi ) ,

where Uvi (Δ) are the neighboring vertices of vi reachable
through up to Δ edges, which determines the size of the
neighborhood, vertex u is a member of Uvi (Δ), and ss is
an adjustable factor. The forces are normalized to compen-
sate for different sizes of neighborhoods. The summed vector
differences cancel each other out if they have different direc-
tions and similar distances to the center. However, if not, the
result is a force in the direction of distant neighbor vertices
that aims at preventing holes.

Finally, an image force is used to adapt the model to the
actual image data. Because of inconsistent HU mapping in
CBCT, the gradient has been used rather than the intensity
profile. This was performed using the following equation:

Fi (t j
) = −sin j

∑

xt∈t j

δ f
∑

δ=δb

k (δ) ∗ g
(

xt + δ · n j
)

,

where Fi
(

t j
)

is the image force for triangle t j . For every
voxel xt cut by t j , the normalized image gradient g() has
been calculated on δ f layers in front of t j and δb layers behind
t j . The gradients have been scaled using a layer-dependent
scaling factor k (δ) and then summed. They scale the force
along the normal n j of t j . The resulting force is adjusted
using the factor si .

One challenge of using this model is the proper posi-
tioning of the anterior closing. After model expansion over
the orbital border (no anterior external force to stop model
expansion), the concave borders of the periorbital rim region
define the closing path. This is the preferred method to
independently determine the anterior closing surface for
each orbit [28,29]. All segmented areas in front of that
path are removed from the final orbital volume segmenta-
tion.

In addition to the volume and time for all three segmenta-
tionmethods described above, the ease of use of eachmethod
was also evaluated. Therefore, three experienced users were
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Fig. 3 Atlas-based segmentation of the left orbit using iPlan 3.0.5 software. Segmentation correction with a local deformation tool was needed to
obtain these results

Fig. 4 aModel placement in the orbital region. b Growing the model (green voxels). c If growing forces at a voxel are in equilibrium after several
expansion steps, expansion at that voxel is halted (red voxels). d Final model after global termination of expansion

asked to use a five-point scale to subjectively rate manual
adjustment needs, usability, and the need for clinical experi-
ence.

All data analyseswere performed using SigmaPlot� (ver-
sion 12.0, Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA). Statistical

significance of differences in means was examined using
two-tailed Student’s t tests. To exclude inter-observer vari-
ability in manual segmentation, a one-way ANOVA was
performed. Statistical significance was defined as p ≤
0.05.
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Fig. 5 Boxplots showing orbital volume results with manual, atlas-
based, and model-based segmentation. Each data point represents one
measurement. Error bars represent one standard deviation from the
mean. Orbital volume was not significantly different between measure-
ment methods

Results

In total, 12 female and 18 male patients were included in
analyses. The mean orbital volume determined using man-
ual measurement, the current gold standard, was 26.65 ±
4.0mm3. There was no significant difference between the
three experienced surgeons (p = 0.476). Atlas-based and
model-based volume determinations resulted in a mean
orbital volume of 26.63± 3.15mm3 and 26.87± 2.99mm3,
respectively (Fig. 5). The manual orbital volume measure-
ment was not significantly different from either the atlas-
based (p = 0.865) or the model-based (p = 0.785)
measurement. An example of each orbital segmentation
method is shown in Fig. 6.

The time needed to determine orbital volume with each
of the three methods was measured. Manual, atlas-based,
and model-based orbital volume measurement took an aver-
age of 10.24 ± 1.21, 6.96 ± 2.62, and 5.73 ± 1.12min,
respectively (Fig. 7). This time includes loading the patient
information in the software, measuring the volume with the

respective tool, and adjusting the result to the bony bor-
ders of the orbit if necessary. The pure time required to
segment the orbit manually and the pure run time for the
atlas-based andmodel-based segmentation were 9.54±0.94,
0.59 ± 0.1, and 0.84 ± 0.1min, respectively. Although
atlas-based segmentation was faster with regard to pure
run time, because of the corrections required, model-based
volume determination was significantly faster than both
manual and atlas-based measurements in overall segmen-
tation time (p < 0.001). The atlas-based method was also
significantly faster than the manual method in overall seg-
mentation time (p < 0.001). The atlas-based method was
slower than the model-based method because of the exten-
sive need to manually correct volume segmentation. On the
one hand, the anterior closing had to be performed in each
orbit; on the other hand, in almost half of all segmented
orbits, mis-segmentation caused by a closed sinus or thin
bony structures such as the medial orbital wall had to be
corrected. In the model segmentation, correction was nec-
essary for five orbits, exclusive to the medial orbital wall.
Errors in segmentation are shown as spikes in the boxplot in
Fig. 7.

The results of the usability assessment are shown in
Table 1. The final volume segmentation required almost no
adjustments when using manual segmentation, but had a
low usability rating and a high need for clinical experience.
The atlas-based segmentation required some adjustments as
shown in Fig. 3. Most of these corrections were necessary in
close vicinity to the frontal sinus or the thin medial orbital
wall. The difference between the complete time necessary
for calculation and the run time of the segmentation only
reveals that the correction required a considerable amount
of time in atlas-based segmentation. Usability was con-
siderably higher, and the demand for clinical experience
was lower (rated moderate). The model-based segmentation
required some manual adjustments in rare cases. If nec-
essary, the medial wall of the orbit was affected almost
exclusively. Usability with model-based segmentation was
rated as high, and the need for clinical experience was rated
as low.

Fig. 6 Three-dimensional reconstruction of the same orbit using manual (a), atlas-based (b), and model-based (c) segmentation
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Fig. 7 Boxplot of the time it took to measure orbital volume with
manual, atlas-based, and model-based segmentation. Each data point
represents one measurement. Error bars represent one standard devi-
ation from the mean. Manual segmentation took significantly longer
time than both atlas-based and model-based segmentation

Discussion

Along with clinical parameters, robust determination of
orbital volume is important for assessing patients before and
after surgical intervention and for evaluation and treatment
of various diseases in and around the orbital cavity. These
diseases include trauma [30,31], Graves’ disease [32,33],
craniosynostosis [34,35], and correction of secondary enoph-
thalmos [36,37]. In most cases, orbital volume is measured
to evaluate changes over time (e.g., before and after surgery,
to evaluate pathology progression or improvement) or with
respect to the contralateral orbit. Available orbital volume
measurement methods were evaluated for accuracy and clin-
ical application.

Each segmentation method used to calculate intraorbital
volume requires a high-resolution 3-D data. Orbital segmen-
tation has unique challenges (as explained above),mostly due
to efforts to decrease radiation exposure during image acqui-
sition and CBCT image characteristics. One such challenge
is how segmentation methods handle pseudoforamina.

Reports in the literature describe differences in volume
measurements obtained with coronal and axial scans [38].
Atlas- and model-based segmentation methods overcome
this discrepancy by determining orbital volume based on

3-D data. Unfortunately, there is no standard way to deter-
mine the anterior closing of the orbit. Some authors generate
a vertical plane placed at the most anterior point of the lat-
eral orbital wall [39]. However, like us, most authors prefer
using themost anterior rim as the anatomical anterior closing
[28,29]. This method is independent of the anatomy on the
contralateral side, but is more difficult to implement in semi-
automatic segmentation modules. In our study, we defined
anterior closing using the anterior bony frame of the orbit for
all three methods evaluated.

Manual segmentation can be performed with a vast num-
ber of segmentation programs and can be used for measuring
volume of many different structures, including the orbit.
Volume measurements using manual segmentation are very
accurate, but are highly dependent upon the evaluator’s
experience and effort. Additionally, this method is more
time-consuming than other, more automated methods, as
confirmed by our study results, and it is thus more expen-
sive. Therefore, thismethod is less commonly used for orbital
volume segmentation, and alternative methods have been
explored to overcome these disadvantages [40].

Atlas-based segmentation is one of these alternative
methods. It is semi-automated and has already been imple-
mented in some clinical software solutions. The amount
of user interaction largely depends on the software atlas,
the imaging modality, and the 3-D data set image qual-
ity. As alternative imaging techniques to CT (e.g., CBCT)
become more important and more widely used in the
clinical setting, these three factors need to be consid-
ered [41,42]. Therefore, we only examined orbital volume
calculation methods in CBCT-acquired data sets. Unfor-
tunately, atlas-based segmentation required a considerable
amount of manual correction in nearly half of all eyes
examined. Anterior closing had to be performed manually
in all examined eyes. Although the determination of the
anterior orbital rim is fairly distinct, this requirement for
manual closing may be the greatest disadvantage of this
tool in the actual version. Because manipulations at least
to the anterior closing were necessary in all atlas-based
segmentations, a comparison without manual correction
between atlas- and model-based segmentation seemed to
not be meaningful. Nevertheless, if a good data set can be
obtained, this technique is fast and accurate and has a rela-
tively low dependence upon user experience. Additionally,
atlas-based segmentation is already popular among many

Table 1 Required manual
adjustment, usability, and
dependence on clinical
experience for each
segmentation method examined

Adjustment Usability Clinical experience

Manual segmentation 5 2 5

Atlas-based segmentation 3 4 2

Model-based segmentation 3 5 1

Scale: 1–5, where higher numbers mean more desirable
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segmentation software users for analysis of the craniomax-
illofacial region.

Model-based segmentation is not aswell known asmanual
and atlas-based segmentation. To the best of our knowledge,
model-based analyses have not been incorporated into any
orbital volume measurement software on the market. How-
ever, adaptations have been used with magnetic resonance
imaging to segment orbital content [43]. Our results suggest
that model-based software can accurately determine orbital
volume quickly and in a manner independent of user expe-
rience. In fact, the final accuracy was comparable between
atlas-based and model-based segmentation. As substantial
manual correction was required with atlas-based segmen-
tation to achieve this accuracy, and because only a few
corrections were necessary in model-based segmentation,
model-based segmentation appears to be suitable for using
CBCT images to determine orbital volume. This method also
has the major advantage of allowing orbital volume to be
calculated with poor-quality (blurred or contains artifacts)
image sets. To integrate model-based volume measurements
into the clinical setting and computer-assisted surgery, stan-
dard software, perhaps based on the analyses used in the
current study, needs to be implemented.

Conclusion

For the measurement of orbital volumewith cone beam com-
puted tomography, a model-based segmentation technique
was utilized and compared with currently used methods.
Our results indicate that atlas-based and model-based seg-
mentation are faster and have better usability than manual
segmentation. Model-based segmentation of the orbit may
be more robust than atlas-based segmentation and is favor-
able for analyses on poor-quality images. Future studies on
model-based orbital volume segmentation will have to eval-
uate this technique for other image modalities, e.g., MRI.
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